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Travelling to Bohol in the Philippines is to face a curious place full of popular Catholicism, full of energy and closely connected to nature. Just a few generations from the small town estate, the island of Bohol retains a relaxed atmosphere that sometimes seems at odds with the noise of the capital Tagbilaran and the fun-tuning party
atmosphere of nearby Panglao Island. Much of the island's charm is based on its unique geography: bohol islands, caves, rivers and strange geological formations take shape because of Bohol's karstic topography: due to the abundance of bedrock limestone, Bohol boasts a series of strange natural formations, including (but not limited to)
chocolate bubbles. This quirky limestone-based geology serves as the bohol tourist's ideal backdrop for adventure: whether you're diving around Panglao or looking at chocolate bubbles (or better yet, atving around them) or visiting the other side of the mystical island of Bohol. Bohol is the 10th largest island in the Philippine archipelago,
covering about 2,590 square kilometers (only slightly larger than Long Island in New York). The egg-shaped island is located about 550 miles south of the Philippine capital Manila; regular flights from Ninoy Aquino International Airport (IATA: NAIA) fly to Bohol-Panglao Airport (IATA: TAG) on the neighbouring island of Panglao, and ferry
services serve the sea routes between Manila or Cebu and Bohol. From Tagbilaran, the capital of Bohol, three major highways were divided to cover the bohol coast and interior, three traffic lanes connecting the island to major attractions. Thanks to Bohol's well-developed road network, passengers have deep access to the island; driving
from end to end can take about two and a half hours of direct driving. How quickly you get to where you want to go depends on how much you plan to spend - if you have a mediocre or high budget, you can rent a private car with a driver; If you have less money, the rest of Bohol is fully accessible through the island's public transport
system if you don't want to book an extra hour or three of your travel schedule. Jayzon Cabog / EyeEm / Getty Images The capital of Bohol Island is Tagbilara, the capital of the island's province on the southwest coast. The only city and main gateway to the rest of the Philippines, Tagbilaran is the island's main nerve center for trade and
transportation. Buses, jeepneys and v-renters departing from the integrated bus terminal connect passengers to other parts of the island. From IBT, Baclayon (home of Baclayon Church) is located just 7 km east of the city; Chocolate Hills, about 34 miles northeast; and the island of Panglao, about 11 miles to the west, can be reached via
two bridges over the Panglao Strait. Panglao Island is one of Bohol's most important travel stops, with some of the province's most famous white sand beaches and finest A few islands off Panglao are perfect for jumping on islands and sunbathing: Gak-ang and Pontod can be reached by boat rental at the boat rental company any resort
on the island. Busy in Bohol: For a more detailed list of activities for tourists in this part of the Philippines, read a list of things to do in Bohol - which contains details of Chocolate Hills, tarsiers and river excursions that tourists come to Bohol in search of. Bohol has taken some time to wake up from its sleepy stupor, but the tourism market
has quickly picked up from the region's natural attractions, hot diving spots and attractive churches. Panglao beach palms have plenty of options: these resorts on panglao island or budget-minded budget destinations on Panglao Island offer great value for island accommodation. However, access to the beach costs more - but secluded
resorts offer some relief near the beach for the noise of the destinations. Compare prices of hotels and resorts in Bohol, c/o tripadvisor. Bohol is good for tourists all year round, but the dry, cool season between December and March is the perfect time to go. Summer really warms up between March and July until the heat breaks when the
rainy season comes. Carefully consider all travel in Bohol between August and November, as heavy rain falls on the island between these low tourist months. Thank you for telling us! A pin guide to discovering Filipino culture, Manila is a great jumping off point before it ventures to one of the country's pristitily untouched islands. Whether
you're exploring centuries-old Spanish architecture, walking around a modern supermodel or on a food tour of the world's oldest Chinatown, there are many ways to enjoy Manila. While January offers some of Manila's most popular cultural events, such as the Ati-Atihan Festival, which celebrates the ancient treaty between Filipin settlers
and indigenous peoples, it is also the busiest tourist month, followed by April and May. December is statistically the cheapest and least busy month to visit. If there's no hint in air-conditioned malls, Manila is hot all year round and has two main seasons. The dry season lasts from November to April, with the highest temperatures in March
and April. From May to October, the wet season brings occasional showers, lush countryside and fewer crowds. Our supplier independently researches, tests and recommends the best products and services; read more about our review process here. We may receive rewards for purchases made from our selected links. 01/08 For tourists
who want to be culturally sensitive – and influential – when travelling through the continent, this book is the perfect chapter. It was written to fill in the gaps that traditional guides might leave in their wake, answering how and why and not when and where. It answers all your questions, security information for communication tricks, such as
how yes in some parts of India can actually mean There are also tips you can use when doing sightseeing and shopping, such as how to haggle, to find a place crowded in crowded and deal with bureaucracy. And rest assured, this writer knows what they're talking about: J.D. Viharini, an American woman who has lived and traveled alone
around India for eight years, really knows the interior and outer parts of the country. 02/ 08 India is a huge country and sometimes the general India Guide doesn't make exact sense for your trip if you only want to cover a small part of it at a time. This guide covers the cities of Delhi, Agra and Jaipur - three cities in northern India that form a
convenient triigraph for visitors to the country and provide a gate to amazing experiences such as a visit to the Taj Mahal. We love how detailed this guide gets: Sure, delhi's pulled color map, but DK has also included maps in the floor plans of major museums, guided walking tours and area maps highlighted with sightseeing. Importantly,
they also provide context for every incredible attraction, so not only do you look at it, but you also learn about its history and culture. 03/ 08 By Sarina Singh, an Australian travel writer who specializes in the continent, this is the best-selling guide to India, and for good reason: It sets the country in manageable ways - highlights, honest
reviews and suggested holes to help you adapt your travel to your interests. Singh has also packed a Lonely Guide India full of cultural insights, so you can immerse yourself as much as possible in the beauty of the country, from ashram to stunning architecture and stunning wildlife. Almost all aspects of India's journey through are covered
in the book, including the beaches of Goa in the west and himalayan monasteries in the north. We love the nearly 200 colour charts contained in the book that will help you navigate, as well as a mixture of authentic top attractions and secluded wonders. 04/08 The 2019 edition of Fodor's Essential India reduces the massive continent to
four separate areas that tourists can explore: Delhi, Rajasthan, Mumbai and Kerala. Locals write it in each one, so you know you get the best insider tricks and tips on where to go and stay as well as what to do - and since it's just been updated, there are no surprises when you get to the country. We appreciate the fact that there are
illustrated features that highlight the Taj Mahal as well as other amazing sites such as the Cave Temples of Ajanta and Ellora, and there is a chapter dedicated specifically to cultural learning, and sections not only of traditional culture found in dance, food, music and religion, but also in modern society. Conveniently - because you need it -
there is also a guide to moving around India, from rickshaws to trains. Continue to 5 of the 8 below. 05/08 Located near the southern tip of India on the east coast of the country, Chennai is known as the gateway to culture in the south. This book tells you the best chances to go, but it also offers a great backing that gives you historical,
cultural and even gastronomic context behind what you experience in the area. The book also contains maps that allow you to navigate regional cities, and although they are not pulled out, the book itself is thin enough to easily slip into pockets or small purses. Just don't wait for your general guidebook: Footprint's focus is on unique
experiences for independent travelers, and the company makes sure their authors are experts who really know their stuff. For example, the author of this guide, David Stott, splits his time between Australia and India – so you know you've received advice from someone who actually lives in the area they're covering. 06/08 India has
previously made headlines for both physical and sexual violence against women, and while the country is hardly alone in it, the degree of violence can certainly dissuade women from exploring this fascinating country. This book takes a cultural look at women's safety in the country to tell women both before they leave and when they are in
the country about how they can travel safely across the country. The book, written by J.D. Viharin, tells women how to minimize the risk of problems when studying the country by addressing and explaining cultural factors and thinking diseases. The figures cover how foreign women are shown in the media (indecently), dress standards in
India, places that are and are not safe for women to stay, and what to do if you are sexually assaulted. While, of course, women should not be a burden in avoiding violence – it is a bigger cultural issue – it is difficult to change on a single trip, and this guide does a great job of helping women navigate the country safely in the meantime.
07/08 India's high-tech hotspot makes Bangalore a popular business destination. This guide helps business travelers navigate the city and figure out great places to go after a day of meetings. Five Pages Travel Guides are known for filling out their short but sweet guides with information they themselves hope to know before arriving in a
new city to work – but they also know that business travel can be fast-paced – so on its 13 Kindle pages you get all the information you need and nothing you don't. Even those who return time and time again to Bangalore from business loved ones using this guide for frequent visits, and for less than $3 we say it's a great way to maximize
your time in the city. After all, the journey should not just be work, but exploring a new city at the same time. 08/ 08 If you are looking for an on-site guide to Delhi that will make you fall in love with the city, look no further: Fiona Caulfield, who has been based in India for 14 years, has written her guide to just that. He collects suggestions
from locals before putting them to the test himself. Expect tips on which restaurants five-star chefs eat in when they and suggestions on which workshops can visit handmade products – even the guide itself is tied to old Indian papermaking methods and covered with khadi, making it clear Caulfield's dedication to cherishing traditions.
Suffice to say that this guide is not for those travelling on a budget: His guide is known as the only luxury guides in the industry to India, but the focus is local compared to the industry and experiences and souvenirs that are enjoyed and nurtured rather than consumed. Also keep an eye on Love Jaipur and Love Mumbai if you stop there.
Here you go.
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